We show time hierarchies for reasonable semantic classes without advice by eliminating the constant bits of advice in previous results.The elimination is done by a contrapositive argument that for any reasonable computational model,let CTIME(f (n))/g(n) denote the set of all languages decide by machines running in time O(f (n)) with advice of g(n) bits in that model, if CTIME(t(n)) ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/A(n) then CTIME(t(n))/a ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/a + 2 a A(n) where a is a constant integer.
Introduction
Time hierarchy theorems and other hierarchy theorems tell us, given more certain resource, we can strictly decide more problems.Unlike problems to compare the computational power between machines with different resources, such as P vs.NP problem, time hierarchy theorems are one of the successful stories of complexity theory serving as a base for many other important results such as recent breakthrough of ACC circuit lower bound for NEXP.
The first time hierarchy theorem was the time hierarchy for Turing machine [7] which literally founded the field of computational compleixty.This early day result followed by other hierarchy theorem such as space hierarchy [11] , nondeterministic time hierarchy [2, 10, 12] ,etc. lead us toward the goal to establish hierarchies for certain source of any reasonable model of computation.
The missing parts of this big picture are the hierarchy theorems for (full unform) BPTIME and other so called semantic models which can not be done with direct simulation-thendiagonalization argument,as oppose to those syntactic ones.
Take the case of hierarchy theorem of BPTIME for example 1 ,the first early attempt was using the transition method.With this method,Karpinski and Verbeek [8] showed a rather weak time hierarchy for probabilistic classes although with full uniformity. In a breakthrough, Barak [1] established a time hierarchy for BPP with slight non-uniformity with the idea of instance checker and optimal algorithm.Based on Barak's method,Fortnow and Santhanam [3] , Goldreich et al. [6] managed to reduce the advice used by the more powerful class to only one bit.
Subsequently,by extending previous arguments, Fortnow et al. [5] showed hierarchies with small advice for a general class of reasonable semantic models. Finally,Melkebeek and Pervyshev [9] improved their general results with different techniques and showed that any reasonable semantic model has a hierarchy in the polynomial-time range with one bit of advice.
Now the situation is that we have hierarchies like CTIME(n d )/1 ⊆ CTIME(n c )/1, 1 ≤ c < d and even stronger but less tight one such as ∪ d∈N CTIME(n d )/1 ⊆ CTIME(n c )/O(log n).We need to eliminating the last constant bits of advice in the more powerful class to achieved the full uniform one such as: CTIME(n d ) ⊆ CTIME(n d ) or stronger one as ∪ d∈N CTIME(n d )/1 ⊆ CTIME(n c )/O(log n).We call these kinds of time hierarchies as time hierarchies without advice, in which the more powerful class uses no advice while the less powerful class may use some advice.And to achieve this end,it is sufficient to prove the contrapositive,for example,
Our Results:
For a quick illustration of the idea, we show how to achieve this for BPP in a simpler case,that is
For any language L ∈ BPTIME(n d )/1, there is a machine M ∈ BPTIME(n d )/1 which uses only one bit advice b, now fix the advice b to 0 or 1 for all input length, and this results in two full uniform machines M 0 , M 1 since for every input length M 0 works with the fix advice b = 0 and M 1 works with the fix advice b = 1. Note that for certain input length,the original machine M with advice b behaves exactly the same M b .And fixing the advice costs M 0 , M 1 only constant overhead of time and machine size,so M 0 , M 1 belong to BPTIME(n d ) as well. Via the hypothesis BPTIME(n d ) ⊆ BPTIME(n c )/1,there are two machines: M ′ 0 with one bit advice a 0 and M ′ 1 with one bit advice a 1 which both run in O(n c ) time and This already allows us to achieve the time hierarchy for BPP without advice and in next section we take this argument to full generality and use it to obtain time hierarchies for reasonable semantic classes without advice.
2 Time hierarchies for reasonable semantic classes without advice
At first,we prove a general lemma eliminating constant bits of advice in time hierarchies for any reasonable computational model. For any reasonable computational model which may use advice,let CTIME(f (n))/g(n) denote the set of all languages decide by machines running in time O(f (n)) with advice of g(n) bits in that model, we want to prove CTIME(t(n)) ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/A(n) implies CTIME(t(n))/a ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/a + 2 a A(n)
where a is a constant.We need to show how to decide any language L ∈ CTIME(t(n))/a with a machine M ′ ∈ CTIME(T (n))/a + 2 a A(n) with the assumption CTIME(t(n)) ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/A(n).
Since L ∈ CTIME(t(n))/a, then there a machine M ∈ CTIME(t(n))/a can decide L. Now we fix the advice for M to some string s ∈ {0, 1} a ,this new machine M s will use advice s for all input length,and this results in 2 a machines without advice:M 0 , . . . , M 2 a −1 . Note that for certain input length n,the original machine M with advice s for input length n behaves exactly the same M s for every input x from {0, 1}
n .And since M ∈ CTIME(t(n))/a,all M 0 , . . . , M 2 a −1 belong to CTIME(t(n)) as well.
With the hypothesise CTIME(t(n)) ⊆ CTIME(T (n))/A(n),there are 2 a corresponding machines M 
where a is a constant. Via contraposition, we have
It is curial that the size of advice used by the more powerful class is constant,fixing the advice to some string is independent of input length thus after the fixing we have a uniform machine,otherwise the argument will not work.
We can check this argument works for many reasonable semantic classes which is compatible with construction 2.1. It is not hard to see it works for models like randomized machines, quantum machines,nondeterministic machines,unambiguous machines,alternation machines, Arthur-Merlin games with time-bounded Arthur,etc.
For symmetric alternation class,which is the intersection of two reasonable semantic classes,we observe following simple fact: Fact 2.4. If two complexity classes are fit in our lemma,their intersection is also fit in our lemma.
Proof. For two complexity classes
For any L ∈ C ∩ C ′ -TIME(t(n))/a,and if C ∩ C ′ -TIME(t(n)) ⊆ C ∩ C ′ -TIME(T (n))/A(n),by applying the lemma twice,L ∈ CTIME(T (n))/a + 2 a A(n) and L ∈ C ′ TIME(T (n))/a + 2 a A(n)
Finally, to apply our lemma,we need the time hierarchies with advice to satisfy following:
• the class with more running time of hierarchy uses only a bits of advice and a is a constant.
• the class with less running time is allowed to use no less than a bits of advice.
We note the following result due to Melkebeek and Pervyshev [9] is the most general time hierarchy for semantic classes with constant bits of advice.
Theorem 2.5. [General time hierarchies for reasonable semantic classes with constant bits of advice [9] ]For any reasonable semantic model of computation, any constant δ > 1, and any monotone constructible time bound t(n) satisfying
we have CTIME(t(n δ ))/a ⊆ CTIME(t(n))/a where a is a constant integer.
To call a semantic model of computation reasonable,which was defined in [9] ,the model has to satisfy follow properties 2 :
• it has an efficient universal machine that can be complemented deterministically in exponential time
• it is efficiently closed under deterministic transducers.
And to complement their definition of reasonable model,we demand that a reasonable model should also be compatible with construction 2.1 thus fit in our lemma. With theorem 2.5 and lemma 2.3 with A(n) = 0 we have: Theorem 2.6 (Time hierarchies for reasonable semantic classes without advice). For any reasonable semantic model of computation, any constant δ > 1, and any monotone constructible time bound t(n) satisfying (2.1), we have CTIME(t(n δ )) ⊆ CTIME(t(n)).
There are also time hierarchies with one bit advice for BPP , RP that is stronger in the sense they allow the class with less running time using larger size of advice,although these hierarchies are not as tight as above one.
Theorem 2.7. [5, 9] For any constants a and c, BPP/1 ⊆ BPTIME(n c )/a log n Theorem 2.8. [5, 9] For any constants a and c,RP/1 ⊆ RTIME(n c )/a(log n)
1/c
With our lemma and above two theorems ,we also have stronger but less tight time hierarchies for BPP,RP without advice: Theorem 2.9 (Stronger but less tight Time hierarchies for BPP and RP without advice). For any constants a and c:
• BPP ⊆ BPTIME(n c )/a log n
• RP ⊆ RTIME(n c )/a(log n)
1/c 3 Conclusions
In this paper,we use a simple contrapositive argument to eliminate constant size advice by fixing the advice and this results in completely uniform time hierarchies for many reasonable semantic models.
